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Healthier Made Simpler and Easier

What We Do

Health & Wellness Services, Advanced  
Diagnostic Testing, & Technology

Health & Wellness

We make healthier simpler, because we know how  
confusing medical tests and advise can be. You have  
so much more information available at your fingertips  
today than just a year ago. There are so many health  
groups with so many messages. 

We make healthier easier, because we know schedules can 
get complicated. Schedules get so busy, in fact, we even let 
our health take back seat to less important things in life.

Hermes Health Sciences has assembled a world-class 
group of caring healthcare specialists and provided them 
with the most advanced scientific diagnostic testing and 
technical tools available today - all focused to help you get 
the health and wellness care you want.

We are focused on your health and wellbeing.

Together We Go

Our Hermes Health Sciences healthcare specialists put you 
in control of your Heath. And along the way, we help you 
raise your HealthWise IQ - that is, what you know about you 
at a scientific and genetic level.

Together, we can help you learn and understand your  
current state of health, possible health risks you may  
face, how your body reacts to allergens or metabolizes 
medications, and determine the best path forward for your 
health and wellbeing - according to your body.

Info@HermesHealthSciences.com  |  HermesHealthSciences.com
(213) 761-4229[ [
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How We Do It

Where People, Medical Science, and Technology Meet

The People Business

Hermes Health Science Healthcare Specialist and our whole 
team are laser focused on you.

We are in the problem solving business within the  
healthcare space. In other words, our people are in  
the people business.

We know that even though we offer the most advanced 
scientific laboratory and genetic testing available on  
the planet or that our highly sophisticated supportive  
technologies are unmatched, that medical health data  
is just data unless an experienced medical professional,  
together with you, transforms this data into actionable 
knowledge. This knowledge can help you build an  
understanding that allows you to improve your health  
and wellbeing.

At Hermes Health Sciences, we focus our caring people, 
medical science testing, and sophisticated supportive 
technologies for the benefit of your health and wellbeing.
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The Science

Where People, Medical Science, and Technology Meet

Sciencey, Science Stuff

Hermes Health Science is loaded with sciencey, science stuff.  
So much you wouldn’t believe. 

Our laboratory testing includes next generation sequencing,  
which involves the ability to analyze DNA fragments across  
the whole genome thereby helping to identify risk markers  
previously unknown and undetected.  
(Check out our Did You Know? section on next page)

Here is just a sample:

CardioWise - PLAC, stroke risk, Atherosclerosis, coronary disease risks, all the 
typical markers plus so much more.

CancerWise - Next Gen Sequencing (NGS) helps you learn genetic mutations 
and risks for hereditary cancer 

DiabetesWise - Discover, prevent or control type 2 diabetes

AllergyWise - Tests your DNA against thousands of targets 

PharmaWise - Learn how your body metabolizes a medication before you  
take it. Learn the right drug, the right dose, the right time... at your DNA level! 
Bye bye generic height and weight tables or medication roulette guesswork.

Our Health and Wellness treatment plans are based upon a  
foundation of science and knowledge. Accurate and appropriate data 
removes guesswork, allows for actionable path(s) for treatment, and  
can reduce costs, aggravation, and faster results.
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Did You Know?
Advanced Diagnostic Testing

Did You Know that today’s health tests can help you  
determine how your body metabolizes (or not) a  
specific drug?

You can now learn whether a medication will work for your 
body before you ever take the drug, thereby saving you 
time, costs, and the aggravation of possible side effects or 
slowing your path to wellness.

Did You Know you can learn whether you or your kids are 
genetically predisposed to certain cancers or cardiac risks, 
regardless of age?

Health science now includes the ability to test for certain 
genetic risk markers.

Did You Know you can learn what irritants case an allergic 
reaction to and which medications would be most effective 
to fight them without the need for irritating skin test or the 
need to pause your current medications? No more trial and 
error medication guesswork.

Did You Know 1 in 5 people are unaware they have  
diabetes and possibly suffer the symptoms needlessly.

An early diagnosis of pre-diabetes or even diabetes can  
allow you an opportunity to implement a treatment plan.
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What’s Your HealthWise IQ?

What Is A HealthWise IQ?
A: What YOU know about YOU

A HealthWise IQ refers to the level of knowledge a person holds of their bodies specific current health  
condition, risks of illness, or knowing what drugs or therapies should (or shouldn’t) be in your care plan. g

Why Should I Increase My HealthWise IQ?
A: For Better Overall Wellness

Advancements in today’s healthcare science along with a high level of general information or opinions  
available to us at our fingertips means it is very important that we can make sense of all this information and take 
an active roll in our own healthcare decisions. Advancements have been made in both healthcare science AND 
diagnostic tools.

Hermes Health Sciences’ healthcare tools include diagnostic testing for both laboratory and at-home  
testing. Some tests are performed at the genetic level and can provide you and your physician with diagnostic- 
level information to identify risks or guide your care plan. g

How Do I Increase My HealthWise IQ?
A: Through Our HealthWise Wellness Plan (Includes Genetic, Toxicology, and Point-of-care testing)

Hermes Health Sciences puts you in control of your health and wellness. Our HealthWise care  
specialists work with you to determine the best course of action for your overall wellness.  
Begin with a 60 minute HealthWise review. If indicated, our team will help you determine  
your baseline health specific to your body through a number of optional diagnostic methods.  
Learn your predisposition for certain genetic diseases or how your body reacts to certain  
medications or allergens. Our HealthWise team will guide you through the entire process  
to understand the scientific data and determine the best wellness path for you.

Ever wonder what your risks may be for a specific disease?
Ever wonder how your body will react to a certain drug?

Ever wonder if the medications your are on are working as intended?
Every wonder where your pain or inflammation are coming from?

Then Keep Reading —

Then Keep Reading —
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Let’s Get Started

What’s Next?

People Meet People

Testing

Technology

Info@HermesHealthSciences.com  |  HermesHealthSciences.com
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Let’s start with a virtual HealthWise meeting with one of our Healthcare specialists  
lasting up to 60 min. Together we can determine the best path forward for your health  
and wellness plan. We are with you each step of the way.

With so many advanced testing possibilities at your disposal, it is important to work  
together to determine which diagnostic tests should be used to help you learn what 
you want to improve your health and wellness. Our experienced team will help guide 
you each step of the way AND includes the all important step of interpreting the test 
results. Scientific medical data is just data unless you can understand the results. We 
help you understand each test and raise your HealthWise IQ.

Hermes Health Services offers two important technologies to bring you and 
your care team together. Our MeducusLive virtual meeting platform offers 
connection with our care specialist from anywhere you have connection to the 
Internet. Together, you and your specialist can review and discuss wellness 
plan, tests, or treatment issues.

Our patient portal, MeducusCloud, was designed with you in mind and  
provides online 24/7 access to real-time test results. Every test comes  
with the opportunity to receive a full analysis and explanation of  
the results, so you can understand how to implement the knowledge  
within your wellness plan.

We’ll start with getting you signed up and familiar with  
your portal.
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